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Abstract
We consider a Schroedinger equation on an exterior domain in the case where the potential, which may
be complex valued, has a limit at in0nity. Associated with the problem is a Dirichlet to Neumann map on
the inner boundary. We examine approximations to the problem obtained by (a) truncating the domain, (b)
replacing the potential by its value at in0nity outside some set, (c) a combination of (a) and (b). These
approximations give rise to approximate Dirichlet to Neumann maps on the inner boundary. We analyze the
convergence of these maps and deduce results on the approximation of the spectrum of the original problem by
the spectra of the approximating problems. We show that, in theory, spurious eigenvalues cannot be generated
by these procedures. Numerical experiments show, however, that the inherent ill-conditioning of a problem
may cause spurious eigenvalues to appear due to the discretization of the truncated problems, even when the
potential decays exponentially fast.
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1. Introduction
There has been considerable recent interest in the analysis of di:erential equation eigenvalue
problems posed on domains which are, in some sense, singular. For the case of self-adjoint di:erential
operators arising from ordinary di:erential expressions with singular endpoints, this recent activity
seems to have been started by the paper of Bailey et al., [3] and generalized by Stolz and Weidmann
[22]; it was sparked by the need to understand the circumstances in which the SLEIGN software [4]
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could be expected to generate good eigenvalue approximations for singular problems. The spirit of
the analysis in [3,22] was somewhat di:erent from that of the earlier work in the numerical analysis
literature, (see, e.g., [2,16,17,20]) in that minimal assumptions were made about the coeEcients
appearing in the di:erential expressions, and no reliance was made on asymptotics.
For the non-self-adjoint case, few of the techiques used in the self-adjoint case are available.
Instead, in a series of papers, Brown and Marletta [7–9] have used the Titchmarsh–Weyl function
m() and its natural analogue for the case of PDEs on exterior domains, the Dirichlet to Neumann
map M (), to examine the e:ects on the spectrum of problem regularization by domain truncation.
The essential idea behind these three papers is that when it is not possible to prove ‘spectral exact-
ness’ then one should at least have an algorithm which can be applied numerically to indicate any
eigenvalues of the truncated domain problems which do not appear to approximate spectral points
of the original problem.
In this paper, we take one small step towards addressing a question left open in [9]: for a PDE
on an exterior domain , under what circumstances may one expect the Dirichlet to Neumann map
on the (smooth, closed, inner) boundary 9 to be approximated by the corresponding map for a
problem on a 0nite domain with an additional (outer) boundary on which some (arti0cial) boundary
conditions are imposed? We shall answer this question for a certain class of problems. Perhaps
more importantly, we examine the consequences for spectral approximations for problems of this
class. We show that ‘spectral exactness’ is actually guaranteed in theory, but that in practice even
very innocuous looking problems may be so ill conditioned as still to require the ‘test for spectral
inexactness’ 0rst proposed in [7].
We are interested primarily in non-self-adjoint problems, and speci0cally in the SchrJodinger equa-
tion
−Ku+ qu= u (1)
with complex-valued potential q(·). We assume that q is Lipschitz continuous and bounded and that
the limit
q∞ = lim‖x‖→∞
q(x) (2)
exists. Without loss of generality we may then assume that
q∞ = 0:
As in the work of Davies and Nath [11] we do not make any speci0c explicit requirement on the
rate at which q decays at in0nity: slowly decaying potentials are therefore allowed. The Lipschitz
continuity of q is assumed only to allow us to use the theorems of [15, Chapter 8] rather than more
technical versions which are available for the case when q is only measurable and bounded.
While many approaches are possible for problems on exterior domains (including one which uses
the Dirichlet to Neumann map on an arti0cial outer boundary, see [16]) a common approach is simply
to truncate the domain with an arti0cial outer boundary, impose some simple boundary condition
there such as a Dirichlet condition u=0, and observe what happens as the arti0cial boundary expands
to in0nity. We shall not quite analyze this approach in this paper; instead we shall analyze the e:ect
of the following two stage approach:
1. approximate the problem by replacing q with a potential Q having compact support;
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2. approximate the Q problem by truncating the domain beyond the support of Q and expanding the
arti0cial boundary to in0nity.
The results are still applicable to the ‘naJNve’ approach (using a boundary condition such as u=0 on
an arti0cial outer boundary, without approximating q) but require an additional step of numerical
calculation in order to be applied to this case. We shall comment more on this later.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 sets up the basic notation, theory and
assumptions. Section 3 examines what happens to the Dirichlet to Neumann map for a problem
on an exterior domain with a compactly supported potential when the domain is truncated beyond
the support of the potential. Section 4 examines the e:ect on the Dirichlet to Neumann map of an
exterior domain problem of replacing the potential by a potential having compact support. Section
5 draws together the results of Sections 3 and 4 to identify problems where spurious eigenvalues
cannot arise, and comments on some numerical results.
2. Notation and background theory
In this section, we give brief accounts of three topics. Section 2.1 covers ‘boundary condition 1
to boundary condition 2 maps’ when both boundary conditions are of Robin type. Section 2.2 deals
with the case where the 0rst boundary condition is a Dirichlet condition. Finally, Section 2.3 deals
with convergence of Dirichlet to Neumann maps for a special case which was covered in [9]: the
material in this section is presented without proof, and is included purely for ease of reference later
in the paper, where it is needed.
The approach taken in this section (using quadratic forms) is somewhat more general than is
strictly necessary for the case which we consider later in this paper, where q(∞) exists. In this
section, we only assume that q is Lipschitz (and hence bounded on bounded subsets of ).
2.1. Robin boundary conditions
Let  be an exterior domain with C2 boundary . Let 1 and 2 be piecewise C∞ functions
de0ned on . We wish to construct an operator realization of the problem which consists of solving
the di:erential equation
(L− )u= 0 in  (3)
subject to the boundary condition
9u
9 − 1u= f on ; (4)
where f∈H 1=2(). Here L is a di:erential expression
L=−K+ q(x) (5)
in which q is, in general, complex-valued. We assume that q is Lipschitz.
Having constructed an operator realization of problem (3,4), and hence de0ned its solution u, we
shall de0ne the ‘boundary condition 1 to boundary condition 2 map’ (henceforth BC1 to BC2 map),
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denoted M (; 1; 2), by
M (; 1; 2)f :=
9u
9 − 2u| = f + (1 − 2)u|: (6)
Let C∞0 ( P) denote the set of in0nitely continuously di:erentiable functions having compact support
in the closure of . Functions in this set need not vanish on , but do vanish for all suEciently
large values of their argument. On C∞0 ( P) we de0ne a sesquilinear form t by
t[u; v] =
∫

{∇u · P∇v+ qu Pv} d −
∫

1u Pv dS: (7)
We assume that ∈R may be chosen so that
R(t[v; v]) + (v; v)L2()¿ ‖v‖2H 1() (8)
for all v∈C∞0 ( P) and we de0ne the (shifted) quadratic form associated with t, also denoted t, by
t[v] := t[v; v] + (v; v)L2(): (9)
We also assume that there exists a constant 1 ¿ 0 such that
|t[v]|6 1R(t[v]) (10)
for all v∈C∞0 ( P). Eq. (10) means that the domain Q of the closure of the sesquilinear form t[·; ·]
is precisely equal to the closure of C∞0 ( P) in the norm R(t[ · ]). With an abuse of notation we
shall henceforth use t[·; ·] to denote the closure of the sesquilinear form de0ned in (7), and t[ · ] to
denote the associated quadratic form. The boundedness of q on bounded subsets of  ensures that
Q is dense in L2().
By Corollary 1.2 of [13, p. 170] we may make the following de0nition.
Denition 2.1. We de0ne the operator realization L of L by de0ning its domain to be the set
D(L) = {v∈L2() | v∈Q;∃ ∈L2() such that t[v; w] = ( ; w) ∀w∈Q} (11)
and, for v∈D(L), we de0ne Lv=  if t[v; w] = ( ; w) for all w∈Q.
Remark 1. By (8) and the fact that Q is dense in L2(), the operator L+ I is maximal accretive,
and coercive with respect to the H 1-norm.
We now de0ne the BC1 to BC2 map M (; 1; 2) rigorously as a bounded linear map on H 1=2().
Given f∈H 1=2() we use the inverse trace theorem (see, e.g., [23, Theorem 8.8]) to 0nd a function
F ∈H 2() such that
F | = 0; 9F9
∣∣∣∣

= f (12)
so that 9F=9−1F=f on . We may also assume without loss of generality that F(x) vanishes for
all suEciently large ‖x‖. The operator formulation of problem (3) and (4) is obtained as follows.
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Formally, set u= v+ F in (3) and (4). Then v must satisfy
(−K+ q(x)− )v=−(−K+ q(x)− )F in ;
9v
9 − 1v= 0 on :
We therefore declare the problem to be solvable if there exists v∈D(L) such that
(L− )v=−(−K+ q(x)− )F:
A unique solution exists precisely when  lies in the resolvent set of L. If a solution v exists then
it lies in H 1() since our hypotheses have ensured that D(L) ⊆ H 1(). By the trace theorem, then,
v| ∈H 1=2(). For  in the resolvent set of L we can therefore make the following de0nition.
Denition 2.2. The BC1 to BC2 map associated with the functions 1 and 2 is the linear map on
H 1=2() given by
M (; 1; 2)f :=
(
9u
9 − 2u
)∣∣∣∣

=
(
9F
9 − 2F
)∣∣∣∣

+
(
9v
9 − 2v
)∣∣∣∣

= f +
(
9v
9 − 1v
)∣∣∣∣

+ (1 − 2)v|
= f − (1 − 2) {(L− )−1(L− )F}
∣∣
 :
2.2. Dirichlet boundary conditions
In the case where the boundary condition (4) is replaced by a Dirichlet condition
u| = f∈H 3=2() (13)
the construction is slightly di:erent. The set C∞0 () must be de0ned to be the set of functions having
compact support contained in the interior of , and on this set de0nition (7) of the sesquilinear
form t must be modi0ed to
t[u; v] =
∫

{∇u · P∇v+ qu Pv} d:
The remaining hypotheses continue to be assumed. The operator L thus constructed has the property
that D(L) ⊆ H 10 (), where H 10 () is the usual Sobolev space of functions in H 1() with zero trace
on .
The solution of the boundary value problem is obtained by setting u = v + F where F ∈H 2()
has compact support in  and has
F | = f∈H 3=2()
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and where v∈D(L) is again given by v=−(L−)−1(L−)F . One then de0nes the map M (;∞; 2)
as the bounded linear map from H 3=2() to H 1=2() given by
M (;∞; 2)f =
(
9u
9 − 2u
)∣∣∣∣

:
For further details, the reader may consult [9].
2.3. The case of a circular boundary and a constant potential
Let CR and CX be concentric circles of radii R and X ¿R. Let R be the domain exterior to CR
and let A(R; X ) be the annular domain with boundary CR ∪ CX . Consider 0rst the boundary value
problem consisting of the PDE
(−K+ q− )u= 0 (14)
in R with the boundary condition
u| = f∈H 3=2(): (15)
We are interested in the case where the potential q is constant, and so if necessary by a shift of
spectral parameter we may assume that
q ≡ 0:
In this case the PDE may be solved explicitly in terms of Hankel functions. The di:erential expression
has a unique self-adjoint realization whose domain is
D(L) = {v∈L2(R) | v∈H 10 (R) ∩ H 2loc(R)}:
The spectrum of this problem is purely essential and consists of the positive semi-axis ¿ 0. For 
outside this set we denote by () the Dirichlet to Neumann map, which has the property
()u|CR =
9u
9
∣∣∣∣
CR
=
9u
9r
∣∣∣∣
r=R
in which r is the usual radial polar coordinate.
We may also solve Eq. (14) on the annular domain A(R; X ) with the boundary condition (15)
on CR and the additional condition
u= 0 on CX : (16)
The spectrum of the operator associated with this problem is purely discrete and consists of positive
eigenvalues. When  is not one of these eigenvalues then one may de0ne the Dirichlet to Neumann
map X () for this truncated problem by
X ()u|CR =
9u
9
∣∣∣∣
CR
=
9u
9r
∣∣∣∣
r=R
in which u is now the solution of (14)–(16).
Both ()f and X ()f may be expressed explicitly in terms of Hankel functions and the Fourier
coeEcients of f (regarded as a function of the polar angle  on CR). The following result is proved
in Section 3.1 of [9].
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Lemma 2.3. For  ∈ [0;∞), the maps () and X () are bounded linear maps from H 3=2(CR)
to H 1=2(CR). There exists a constant C depending on R but not on X or  such that
‖()− X ()‖6C|exp(2iX
√
)|; (17)
where the square root is chosen so that I
√
¿ 0.
Remark 2.
1. This lemma will be important throughout the remainder of this paper, as it is upon this result that
the analysis of the more general cases (nonconstant potentials with and without compact support,
more general shapes of inner boundary) depends.
2. It is worth noting that the very explicit analysis in [9] can also be generalized to regard ()
and X () as bounded linear maps from Hs(CR) to Hs−1(CR) for any s¿ 32 , and estimate (17)
continues to hold in these cases.
3. Exterior domain problems with compactly supported potentials
In this section, we examine the e:ects of domain truncation on the Dirichlet to Neumann map
and BC1 to BC2 map in the case of a problem with compactly supported potential. Our problem
consists of a PDE
−Ku+ Q(x)u= u; x∈; (18)
equipped with boundary condition
9u
9 − 1u| = f∈H
1=2() (19)
on the (inner) boundary  := 9. The function 1 is as in Section 2. We denote by L the operator
realization of the problem introduced in Section 2. As in Section 2 any function u satisfying (19)
cannot lie in D(L) for non-zero f; however by the inverse trace theorem there exists a function
F ∈H 2() such that 9F=9−1F =f on  (as in Eq. (12)); if there then exists v∈D(L) such that
(L− )v=−(−K+ Q − )F , we regard
u := F + v
as the solution of the boundary value problem.
We shall denote by M () the BC1 to BC2 map M (; 1; 2) introduced in Section 2. We denote
by CR and CX two concentric circles of radii R and X ¿R, respectively, such that R2 \  and
supp(Q) are both contained in the interior of the disc bounded by CR. We wish to examine the
e:ect on M () of truncating the domain  to a 0nite domain X having CX as outer boundary and
 as inner boundary, and imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions
u= 0 on CX (20)
(see Fig. 1). We denote by MX (; 1; 2) or, more brieRy, MX (), the BC1 to BC2 map on , keeping
the condition on CX 0xed as in (20). We wish to 0nd a bound on the di:erence M ()−MX (), in
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Fig. 1. Domains, circles and boundaries.
a suitable norm, in two cases:
• the case where 1 and 2 are both smooth bounded functions,
• the case where the 0rst boundary condition is the Dirichlet condition u = f∈H 3=2() on ,
formally 1 = +∞.
We shall consider the 0rst case in detail and indicate at various points the changes which need to
be made to cope with the case when the 0rst boundary condition is Dirichlet.
We 0rst reduce both the problem on  and the problem on X to problems on R, this being the
domain with inner boundary  and outer boundary CR (see Fig. 1 again). We do this by imposing
boundary conditions on CR derived from the appropriate Dirichlet to Neumann maps. This is a
standard trick, which we explain here in detail both for completeness and also to introduce the
relevant notation.
Consider 0rst the problem consisting of the PDE (18) in the domain  exterior to , together
with an inhomogeneous boundary condition
9u
9 − 1u| = f∈H
1=2() (21)
on . In the sense of trace, let
u|CR= : fR;
9u
9
∣∣∣∣
CR
= : gR:
Now u also satis0es the PDE in the domain exterior to CR and lies in L2(), and we shall shortly
show that u is suEciently regular to ensure that fR ∈H 3=2(CR). Thus we may write
gR = ()fR; (22)
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where () is the Dirichlet to Neumann map on CR associated with the PDE problem in the domain
exterior to CR. In other words, solutions u of the problem on the exterior domain  satisfy the
boundary condition
9u
9
∣∣∣∣
CR
= ()u|CR : (23)
Now consider the problem consisting of the PDE (18) in the domain X between  and CX with
boundary condition (20), namely u = 0 on CX , together with a condition of form (21) on . The
reasoning which led to (23) also leads us to conclude that its solution satis0es
9u
9
∣∣∣∣
CR
= X ()u|CR ; (24)
where X () is the Dirichlet to Neumann map on CR for the problem on the annular domain between
CR and CX with 0xed Dirichlet boundary condition on CX . Again, this result is subject to showing
that the trace of uX on CR lies in H 3=2(CR).
We now plug the gap in the reasoning above by showing that both u and uX possess traces in
H 3=2(CR). From Section 2, we only know a priori that they both lie in H 1(). However by, e.g,
Theorem 8.8 of Gilbarg and Trudinger [15], they both lie in H 2(′) for any 0nite domain ′ whose
closure is contained in the interior of . Taking ′ to be an annulus surrounding CR establishes
suEcient regularity of u and uX to ensure that both have traces in H 3=2(CR).
We have the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let u denote the solution of the PDE (18) on  which lies in L2() and satis;es the
boundary condition (19) on . Then the restriction of u to R solves the PDE (18) on R subject
to the boundary conditions (19) and (23).
Similarly, let uX denote the solution of the PDE (18) on X which satis;es the boundary
condition (20) on CX and condition (19) on . Then the restriction of uX to R solves the PDE
(18) on R subject to the boundary conditions (19) and (24).
Lemma 3.1 tells us that Eqs. (23) and (24) allow us to reduce boundary value problems on  and
X , respectively, to boundary value problems on the 0nite domain R, in which only the conditions
on the outer boundary CR di:er. In order to show that the maps M () and MX () are ‘close’ we
now exploit the fact that () and X () are close, a fact which can be proved by direct calculation
since the potential Q is zero outside R. In fact, using Lemma 2.3, we know that there exists a
constant c(R) not depending on X or  such that, in terms of the natural norm for maps from
H 3=2(CR) to H 1=2(CR),
‖()− X ()‖6 c(R) exp(−2XI
√
); (25)
where
√
 denotes the unique square root whose imaginary part is nonnegative. [The line I
√
 = 0
is precisely the essential spectrum.] We shall use Eq. (25) to bound M ()−MX ().
Lemma 3.2. Let u denote the solution of the problem consisting of the PDE (18) on R with
the boundary conditions (19) and (23). Let uX denote the solution of the same PDE on R with
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boundary conditions (19) and (24). Then the dierence w := u−uX satis;es the following boundary
value problem:
(−K+ Q)w = w in R;
9w
9 − 1w = 0 on ;
9w
9 − ()w = [()− X ()]uX on CR: (26)
Proof. This result is immediate by subtraction of the equations satis0ed by uX from the equations
satis0ed by u.
Our next aim is to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.3. There exists a constant c(Q; ) depending only on Q and  and not on X , such that
‖u− uX ‖H 1(R)6 c(Q; ) ‖X ()− ()‖ ‖uX ‖H 3=2(CR); (27)
where the norm in ‖X () − ()‖ denotes the natural norm for linear maps from H 3=2(CR) to
H 1=2(CR). As a consequence, for some constant c˜(Q; ),
‖u− uX ‖H 1(R)6
c˜(Q; )‖X ()− ()‖‖u‖H 3=2(CR)
1− c˜(Q; )‖X ()− ()‖ (28)
for all su=ciently large X .
In order to prove Theorem 3.3 we require some preliminary results.
Lemma 3.4. There exists a function V in H 2() with compact support in a neighbourhood of CR
not including  such that, in the sense of trace,
V |CR = 0;
9V
9
∣∣∣∣
CR
= [()− X ()]uX |: (29)
Moreover there exists a constant c(R) depending only on R (which is determined by the support
of Q) such that
‖V‖H 2()6 c(R)
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣9V9
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
H 1=2(CR)
(30)
6 c(R)‖()− X ()‖‖uX ‖H 3=2(CR): (31)
Proof. We have observed that uX has trace in H 3=2(CR). Now since CR is smooth, the existence of V
having properties (29) and (30) is an instance of the inverse trace theorem (see, e.g., [23, Theorem
8.8, p. 129]). The support of V can be arranged to be compact and localized in a neighbourhood of
CR by multiplying V , if necessary, by a smooth function which is equal to 1 on a neighbourhood
of CR and is 0 outside some other neighbourhood of CR. This multiplier may be chosen to be 0 in
a neighbourhood of .
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Eq. (31) is an immediate consequence of (29) and the boundedness of () and X () as linear
maps from H 3=2(CR) to H 1=2(CR), together with the fact that X () converges to () in norm as
X tends to in0nity.
Lemma 3.5. The solution w of the boundary value problem in Lemma 3.2 may be expressed in
the form
w = V +W; (32)
where, for some constant d(Q; ),
‖W‖H 1(R)6d(Q; )‖V‖H 2(): (33)
Proof. By properties (29) of V and the fact that the support of V does not intersect , the function
W solves the following problem:
(−K+ Q − )W =−(−K+ Q − )V in R;
9W
9 − 1W | = 0 on ;
9W
9 − ()W |CR = 0 on CR: (34)
Following the reasoning which led to Lemma 3.1 this means that W may be regarded as the restriction
to R of the solution of the following exterior domain problem:
(−K+ Q − )W =−(−K+ Q − )V in ;
9W
9 − 1W | = 0 on ;
W ∈D(L): (35)
We know that Q is bounded and that V ∈H 2(), and so (−K+Q−)V ∈L2(). From the coercivity
condition assumed for the operator realization of the problem on the exterior domain in Section 2,
it follows that W ∈H 1() and there exist constants c˜1(Q; ) and c1(Q; ) such that
‖W‖H 1()6 c˜1(Q; )‖(−K+ Q − )V‖L2()6 c1(Q; )‖V‖H 2(): (36)
This proves the result.
In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions u = f∈H 3=2() on the inner boundary  one can
actually prove the following extension of Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.6. The function W of Lemma 3.6 may be chosen to satisfy an inequality
‖W‖H 2(R)6 d˜(Q; )‖V‖H 2(): (37)
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Proof. Theorem 8.8 of Gilbarg and Trudinger [15, p. 183] gives, for any 0nite subdomain ′
contained in the interior of ,
‖W‖H 2(′)6 c1(Q; ; ′){‖W‖H 1() + ‖(−K+ Q − )W‖L2()} (38)
for some constant c1(Q; ; ′). Together with (36) this implies
‖W‖H 2(′)6 c2(Q; ; ′)‖V‖H 2(); (39)
where c2 is a further constant. Now let A be an annulus surrounding CR and not intersecting . By
the (usual) trace theorem we can now construct a function * having compact support in A with
*=W on CR; also taking ′ =A we get
‖*‖H 2() = ‖*‖H 2(A)6 c3(A)‖W‖H 2(A)6 c4(Q; ;A)‖V‖H 2(); (40)
the last inequality coming from (39).
Because we have assumed that the boundary condition is a Dirichlet condition u = f∈H 3=2(),
we have W =0 on . Since *=0 on  also and since *=W on CR, the function * has the property
that W − *∈H 10 (R) and so by Theorem 8.12 of [15] we obtain
‖W‖H 2(R)6 c5(Q; ;A){‖W‖H 1(R) + ‖V‖H 2(R) + ‖*‖H 2(R)}: (41)
Combining this with estimates (36) and (40) we obtain an estimate of form (37), as required.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. From Lemma 3.5 we have
‖u− uX ‖H 1() = ‖w‖H 1()6 ‖V‖H 1() + ‖W‖H 1()6 ‖V‖H 2() + ‖W‖H 1(): (42)
Now we use (31) of Lemma 3.4 and (33) of Lemma 3.5 and immediately obtain (27) of Theorem
3.3. Eq. (28) is an immediate consequence of (27), the trace theorem and the triangle inequality,
which completes the proof.
In the case where the boundary condition is of Dirichlet type, u=f∈H 3=2(), one can strengthen
the result of Theorem 3.3 as follows.
Theorem 3.7. In the case where u= f∈H 3=2(), results (27) and (28) may be strengthened to
‖u− uX ‖H 2(R)6 c(Q; )‖X ()− ()‖ ‖uX ‖H 3=2(CR); (43)
‖u− uX ‖H 2(R)6
c˜(Q; )‖X ()− ()‖‖u‖H 3=2(CR)
1− c˜(Q; )‖X ()− ()‖ ; (44)
respectively.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.3, except that Lemma 3.6 is used in place
of Lemma 3.5, and one starts with
‖u− uX ‖H 2() = ‖w‖H 2()6 ‖V‖H 2() + ‖W‖H 2()
in place of (42).
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Theorem 3.8. The BC1 to BC2 maps M () and MX () satisfy, for all su=ciently large X ¿ 0, an
inequality of the form
‖M ()−MX ()‖6 c(; Q) exp(−2XI
√
) (45)
in which the constant c depends only on  and the potential Q.
Proof. Given f∈H 1=2() let u and uX be the solutions of the problems in Lemma 3.1, so that in
the sense of trace
f =
9u
9 − 1u| =
9uX
9 − 1uX | (46)
on . Thus
M ()f =
9u
9 − 2u| = f + (1 − 2)u|;
MX ()f =
9uX
9 − 2uX | = f + (1 − 2)uX |
and it follows that
‖(M ()−MX ())f‖H 1=2()6 c1;2‖u− uX ‖H 1=2(); (47)
where c1;2 depends only on 1 and 2, which are both assumed to be bounded. Combining this with
inequality (28) of Theorem 3.3 and bound (25) on ‖()− X ()‖ we obtain
‖(M ()−MX ())f‖H 1=2()6 c1(Q; ) exp(−2XI
√
)‖u‖H 3=2(CR) (48)
for some constant c1, valid for all suEciently large X and for I
√
¿ 0.
Now let ′ be a compact annulus surrounding CR whose closure is contained in the interior of
. From Theorem 8.8 of [15] we know that u∈H 2(′) and
‖u‖H 2(′)6 c2(Q; )‖u‖H 1(): (49)
[The constant depends on ′ but since this depends on R, which depends on Q, we do not indicate
the dependence explicitly.] Since the trace theorem gives ‖u‖H 3=2(CR)6 const:‖u‖H 2(′) we obtain
‖u‖H 3=2(CR)6 c3(Q; )‖u‖H 1(): (50)
Now by the inverse trace theorem, as in Eq. (12), we can choose a function F such that
9F
9 − 1F | = f∈H
1=2();
with
‖F‖H 2()6 const:‖f‖H 1=2() (51)
and de0ne v by
u= v+ F:
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Evidently
‖u‖H 1()6 ‖v‖H 1() + ‖F‖H 1()
6 ‖v‖H 1() + ‖F‖H 2()
6 ‖v‖H 1() + const:‖f‖H 1=2(): (52)
Now v∈D(L) and (−K+ Q − )v =−(−K+ Q − )F ∈L2(), and hence from the coercivity of
L (see Section 2) we have
‖v‖H 1()6 ‖(−K+ Q − )F‖L2()6 c4(Q; )‖F‖H 2()6 c5(Q; )‖f‖H 1=2(); (53)
the last inequality coming from (51). Combining (52) and (53) we obtain
‖u‖H 1()6 c6(Q; )‖f‖H 1=2(): (54)
Combining this with (50) gives ‖u‖H 3=2(CR)6 c7(Q; )‖f‖H 1=2(), which when substituted back into
(48) yields
‖(M ()−MX ())f‖H 1=2()6 c8(Q; ) exp(−2XI
√
)‖f‖H 1=2():
This gives the required result.
In the case where the 0rst boundary condition is a Dirichlet condition u = f∈H 3=2(), one can
prove the following analogue of Theorem 3.8.
Theorem 3.9. The BC1 to BC2 maps M () and MX () satisfy, for all su=ciently large X ¿ 0, an
inequality of the form
‖M ()−MX ()‖6 c(; Q) exp(−2XI
√
) (55)
in which the constant c depends only on  and the potential Q and the norm is the norm on linear
maps from H 3=2() to H 1=2().
Proof. We indicate brieRy where the proof departs from that of Theorem 3.8. Starting from
(M ()−MX ())f = 9(u− uX )9 − 2(u− uX )|;
an application of the trace theorem shows that
||(M ()−MX ())f||H 1=2()6 const:‖u− uX ‖H 2(R)
where the constant depends on the domain R, which is determined from Q. Theorem 3.7 together
with the bound on ‖()− X ()‖ now gives
‖(M ()−MX ())f‖H 1=2()6 c1(Q; ) exp(−2XI
√
)‖u‖H 3=2(CR): (56)
One now decomposes the solution u as
u= v+ F; v∈D(L);
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where this time we have F = f on  and ‖F‖H 2()6 const:‖f‖H 3=2(). One then proves a bound
‖v‖H 2(R)6 c2(Q; )‖F‖H 2() by an argument similar to that employed to prove Lemma 3.6. Together
these results give
‖u‖H 2(R)6 c3(Q; )‖f‖H 3=2():
The trace inequality then yields
‖u‖H 3=2(CR)6 c4(R)‖u‖H 2(R)6 c5(Q; )‖f‖H 3=2():
Feeding this back into (56) gives the required result.
4. Approximating an exterior domain problem by a problem with compactly supported potential
In this section, we compare two exterior domain problems with di:erent potentials. We assume
that each is posed on the same domain  with the same boundary conditions on its (inner) boundary
, and we assume that each has an associated maximal dissipative operator constructed in the manner
described in Section 2. Thus the problems di:er in their potentials only.
We shall denote the problems which we wish to compare by Pq and PQ, given as follows:
(Pq)


(−K+ q− )u= 0 in ;
9u
9 − 1u= f∈H
1=2() on ;
(PQ)


(−K+ Q − )U = 0 in ;
9U
9 − 1U = f∈H
1=2() on :
We assume that q∈L∞(). We also assume that for some R¿ 0,
Q(x) =
{
q(x); ‖x‖¡R;
0; ‖x‖¿R: (57)
Our aim is to examine what happens as R↗∞. We de0ne -R by
Q = q+ -R (58)
and we assume that
lim
R↗∞
sup
x
|-R(x)|= 0: (59)
Note that there is no assumption on how rapidly q decays at in0nity. Note also that the support of
-R is contained entirely outside the open disc of radius R.
We let L be the operator associated with the problem Pq developed in Section 2; formally,
the operator associated with PQ is L + -R. Using the inverse trace theorem we choose a function
F ∈H 2() with compact support strictly contained within the disc of radius R such that
9F
9 − 1F | = f on  (60)
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and
‖F‖H 2()6 const:‖f‖H 1=2(): (61)
Since the support of F does not intersect the support of -R, we observe that (−K+q−)F=(−K+
Q − )F . We can therefore de0ne a function G in L2() with compact support, by
G := −(−K+ q− )F =−(−K+ Q − )F: (62)
Lemma 4.1. The solutions of Pq and PQ can be written as
u= v+ F; U = V + F; (63)
where we now have
v= (L− )−1G; V = (L+ -R − )−1G: (64)
Proof. By direct calculation, if u satis0es the problem Pq and F satis0es (60) then v= u− F must
satisfy the inhomogeneous PDE (−K+ q− )v=−(−K+ q− )F with the homogeneous boundary
condition 9v=9− 1v=0, whose solution is given by v=(L− )−1((K− q+ )F). The calculation
for V is similar.
In order to bound the di:erence between the BC1 to BC2 maps associated with Pq and PQ it is
now suEcient to use a resolvent identity
V = (L+ -R − )−1G
= [(L+ -R − )−1(L− − (L+ -R − ))(L− )−1 + (L− )−1]G
=−(L+ -R − )−1-R(L− )−1G + (L− )−1G
=−(L+ -R − )−1-Rv+ v: (65)
Thus
v− V = (L+ -R − )−1-Rv; (66)
provided the appropriate resolvents exist.
We know that v= (L− )−1(K− Q + )F and hence
‖v‖L2()6 c1(q; )‖F‖H 2(); (67)
where the constant c1 depends on the norm of the resolvent (L − )−1 as a map from L2() into
L2(). A priori it may also seem that c1 depends on the sup-norm of Q, but from (58) and (59)
together with the boundedness of q we may assume that c depends only on q. Combining this with
(61) we obtain, for some constant c2,
‖v‖L2()6 c2(q; )‖f‖H 1=2()
and hence
‖-Rv‖L2()6 c3(q; )‖-R‖L∞()‖f‖H 1=2(): (68)
We now have the following result.
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Lemma 4.2. Let 0nite be any ;nite subdomain of  sharing the same interior boundary  and
having a smooth outer boundary. Then there exists a constant c(q; ; 0nite) such that
‖v− V‖H 1(0nite)6 c(q; ; 0nite)‖-R‖L∞()‖f‖H 1=2(): (69)
Proof. The proof follows reasoning similar to that which we used to prove Lemma 3.5, but with
0nite replacing R. From (66) it may appear that the constant c should depend on R because of the
resolvent (L + -R − )−1; however from (59) we may bound this quantity independently of R for
all suEciently large R, provided  lies in the resolvent set of L.
Just as one can strengthen Lemma 3.5 to Lemma 3.6 in the case of a boundary condition u =
f∈H 3=2(), so one can strengthen Lemma 4.2 in this case.
Lemma 4.3. Let 0nite be as in Lemma 4.2 and suppose the boundary condition on  is a Dirichlet
condition u= f∈H 3=2(). Then there exists a constant c(q; ; 0nite) such that
‖v− V‖H 2(0nite)6 c(q; ; 0nite)‖-R‖L∞()‖f‖H 3=2(): (70)
The proof of this result follows the proof of Lemma 3.6.
We now examine the di:erence between the BC1 to BC2 maps associated with Pq and PQ. Given
a function f∈H 1=2(), let u be the solution of Pq and U the solution of PQ. We have, by de0nition,
Mq()f =
9u
9 − 2u| = f + (1 − 2)u|;
MQ()f =
9U
9 − 2U | = f + (1 − 2)U |:
Thus (Mq()−MQ())f = (1 − 2)(u− U )| and from Lemma 4.1 we get
(Mq()−MQ())f = (1 − 2)(v− V )|: (71)
We can now prove the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose q∈L∞() is Lipschitz and that (58) and (59) hold. Then there exists a
constant c(q; ) such that for all su=ciently large R we have
‖Mq()−MQ()‖6 c(q; )‖-R‖L∞() (72)
in which the operator norm on the left-hand side is the natural norm for bounded linear maps on
H 1=2().
Proof. By (71), we have ‖(Mq() − MQ())f‖H 1=2()6 c1‖v − V‖H 1=2(), in which the constant c1
depends only on 1 and 2. Now by the trace theorem there exists a constant such that
‖v− V‖H 1=2()6 c2‖v− V‖H 1(0nite); (73)
where 0nite is as in Lemma 4.2. Combining (73) with the result of Lemma 4.2 we obtain for all
suEciently large R the result
‖(Mq()−MQ())f‖H 1=2()6 c3‖-R‖L∞()‖f‖H 1=2() (74)
from which the result follows.
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Remark 3. In the case where the BC1 to BC2 maps are Dirichlet to Neumann maps then Eq. (71)
becomes
(Mq()−MQ())f = 99 (v− V )
with f∈H 3=2(). One then uses the trace inequality∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ 99(v− V )
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
H 1=2()
6 const:‖v− V‖H 2(0nite)
combined with Lemma 4.3 to obtain
‖(Mq()−MQ())f‖H 1=2()6 const:‖-R‖L∞()‖f‖H 3=2():
This yields inequality (72) of Theorem 4.4 but with the norm in ‖Mq()−MQ()‖ now being the
natural norm for bounded linear maps from H 3=2() to H 1=2().
5. Consequences for spectral approximations
The convergence results of Sections 2 and 3 have implications for spectral approximations, at
least for those cases where it is known that the poles of the BC1 to BC2 map are eigenvalues of the
operator L. (This is something which we might expect to be true generically from the expression in
De0nition 2.2 and has indeed been established by Derkach and Malamud [12] for abstract self-adjoint
operator cases where an ‘operator M -function’ is available, by Nachman [18] and Nachman et al.
[19] for certain PDE cases, and by Brown et al. [5,10] for the main non-self-adjoint ODE cases.)
For although the convergence results which we obtained for the maps as X →∞ or as Q → q were
for 0xed , it is not diEcult to see that the convergence is actually locally uniform in  outside the
spectrum of L. This is because all the various constants involved are continuous as functions of 
in the resolvent set of L: for example, the norm of the resolvent ‖(L− I)−1‖ is continuous in the
resolvent set of L. This local uniformity of convergence immediately gives the following results,
subject to the hypothesis on the relationship between poles and eigenvalues just stated.
Theorem 5.1. If a problem with a potential q is approximated by a potential Q having compact
support then
• every isolated eigenvalue of the q-problem is the limit of isolated eigenvalues of Q-problems as
‖q− Q‖L∞ → 0 (point spectral inclusion),
• every limit of eigenvalues of Q-problems as ‖q−Q‖L∞ → 0 is a spectral point of the q-problem
(spectral exactness).
Theorem 5.1 is actually a rather weak result compared to what one can obtain by more elementary
means, without the BC1 to BC2 map. Approximating q by Q one obtains a problem whose resolvent
operator converges in operator norm to the resolvent operator for the q problem as ‖q−Q‖L∞ → 0.
This norm resolvent convergence immediately guarantees spectral inclusion and spectral exactness in
their proper sense: every spectral point of a q problem can be approximated by a spectral point of
a Q problem, and every convergent sequence of spectral points of Q problems with ‖q−Q‖L∞ → 0
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is a spectral point of the q problem. (This fact is used in [3] to prove spectral inclusion and spectral
exactness for approximations to limit-circle self-adjoint problems.)
For the following result, however, the BC1 to BC2 map is really needed, because one does not
have norm resolvent convergence.
Theorem 5.2. If a problem with a compactly supported potential Q on an in;nite exterior domain
is approximated by a problem on a truncated exterior domain with outer boundary CX of radius
X , with Dirichlet conditions u= 0 on CX , then
• every isolated eigenvalue of the in;nite domain problem is the limit of eigenvalues of the ;nite
domain problems as X →∞ (point spectral inclusion);
• every limit of eigenvalues of the ;nite domain problems as X → ∞ is a spectral point of the
in;nite domain problem (spectral exactness).
These theorems do not cover one of the most commonly adopted strategies, which is to truncate
an exterior domain problem with a potential q which is not compactly supported and impose (say) a
Dirichlet boundary condition u=0 on the arti0cial outer boundary. Rather, they require a two-stage
approach to the problem: 0rst approximate by replacing q with a compactly supported Q, then further
approximate by imposing the arti0cial boundary condition on a boundary well beyond the support
of Q.
In the ODE case, for example −y′′+ q(x)y= y on a half-line [0;∞) with q(+∞)=0, Theorem
5.1 is itself suEcient for simple numerical calculations. Replacing q with a compactly supported
potential with support in [0; R] is equivalent to truncating the problem to the interval [0; R] (without
perturbing q over this interval) and imposing the -dependent boundary condition
y′(R) = i
√
y(R); (75)
where I
√
¿ 0. The resulting -nonlinear problem can be solved by a shooting method just as
easily as a problem with a -independent boundary condition.
(As an aside, it is not usually so easy to adopt such a strategy for PDE eigenproblems because
the software for the PDE case normally uses discretization techniques which reduce the problem to a
matrix eigenproblem, and then exploits the panoply of library code for -linear matrix eigenproblems.
However iterative techniques may be used to overcome this drawback to some extent for -nonlinear
PDE problems.)
Bearing these points in mind, it may seem that there is no roˆle for the ‘test for spectral inexactness’
developed by the authors in [7] in the case where q(+∞) exists. Using (75) or, more precisely, its
more general variant
y′(R) = i
√
− q(+∞)y(R)
there is no possibility of generating spurious eigenvalues. With the aid of some simple numerical
experiments, we shall try to show that this is an optimistic view: the test developed in [7] continues
to have an important roˆle even when q(+∞) exists, though not perhaps the one 0rst envisaged by
its authors.
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Table 1
Results on Example 1 showing expected convergence of resonances
Dirichlet y(0) = 0 Neumann y′(0) = 0
y(30) = 0 y′(30) = i
√
y(30) y(30) = 0
(2:028256126;−0:249949704) (2:028256192;−0:249949862) (2:717825871;−1:099323342)
(3:275129819;−2:472618294) (3:275129804;−2:472618259) (0:822638237;−0:005282088)
(3:974098245;−6:100992433) (3:974098329;−6:100992553) (3:698764717;−4:144586837)
The error in each case is less than 5× 10−7.
5.1. Example 1
For this example, we 0nd the resonances of the problem
− y′′ + x2 exp(−x2=5)y = y; x∈ [0;+∞); y(0) = 0: (76)
The reason for choosing this problem, which was used as a test example in [1], is that guaranteed
enclosures for several of its resonances were obtained in [6]. The resonances were obtained by
complex scaling: that is, one solves the di:erential equation (76) along the complex ray
x = t exp(i ); t ∈ [0;+∞)
for some  ∈ [0; 1=2) such that q(·ei )∈L1. We used  =0:75. We call the resulting non-self-adjoint
problem the ‘rotated’ problem.
Table 1 shows the result of truncating the rotated problem to the interval t ∈ [0; 30] and solving
it with the boundary conditions (a) y(30)= 0, (b) y′(30)= i
√
y(30), the latter being equivalent to
replacing the (rotated) potential by zero over t ∈ (30;∞) and solving the problem over the in0nite
interval with this compactly supported potential. There is a high level of agreement between the
results; moreover since we actually know the correct answers to a high degree of accuracy [6, Table
2] we can state that both strategies produce errors of less than 5× 10−7 for this problem.
The results with Neumann boundary conditions at the origin are also included; we shall comment
on these later.
5.2. Example 2
As our second example we choose the problem of 0nding resonances for
− y′′ + 5x exp(−x)y = y; x∈ [0;+∞); y(0) = 0: (77)
At 0rst sight this problem does not appear much di:erent from the 0rst. The potential q(x) =
5x exp(−x) has the property that q(xei ) → 0 as x → +∞, for  ∈ [0; 1=2); and so complex
scaling combined with truncation of the problem to an interval [0; R] and the boundary condi-
tion y′(R) = i
√
y(R) should yield, according to the comments following Theorem 5.2, arbitrarily
accurate resonance approximations. Moreover the fact that the potential is so closely related to that
in (76) does not lead one to expect any numerical diEculties.
In order to keep the problem as close as possible to that of Example 1 we chose a rotation  =1:5
for this case. The numerical discretization was also chosen so as to keep the problem as close to
(76) as possible. The interval [0; R] was chosen so that 5R= (30)2, i.e. R= 180. The discretization
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Table 2
Results on Example 2 showing good agreement between Dirichlet boundary conditions y(180) = 0 and asymptotically
correct boundary condition at 180
Dirichlet y(0) = 0 Neumann y′(0) = 0
y(180) = 0 y′(180) = i
√
y(180) y(180) = 0
(2:124176644;−1:514910998) (2:124176644;−1:514910697) (1:276796112;−2:877485082)
(0:301299916;−4:140237553) (0:301299773;−4:140237373) (1:592367176;−0:179899193)
(−2:898727714;−6:025953992) (−2:89872766;−6:025953835) (−1:25869862;−5:175061086)
(−4:92535278;−6:714905399)
(−0:064042128;−0:285983793) (−0:06404216;−0:285983778) (−0:06404132;−0:285983333)
(−0:480674474;−1:069866185) (−0:48067440;−1:069866136) (−0:48067447;−1:069866184)
(−0:779879970;−0:510433809) (−0:77987994;−0:510433838) (−0:77987999;−0:510433809)
(−1:917322116;−0:374627437) (−1:91732191;−0:374627419) (−1:91733714;−0:374613084)
(−2:209035979;−0:706319896) (−2:20903595;−0:706319951) (−2:20901266;−0:706344902)
(−3:521834405;−1:523311891) (−3:52183437;−1:523311909) (−3:52183357;−1:523311832)
(−4:618874829;−1:185200900) (−4:61887473;−1:185200822) (−4:61884969;−1:185145426)
(−6:740345976;−1:889770070) (−6:74034591;−1:889770053) (−6:74059488;−1:889748861)
was carried out using the same numerical code with the same mesh-length, so that six times as many
mesh intervals were required. Table 2 shows the result of solving the discretized problem using (a)
the Dirichlet boundary condition y(R) = 0, (b) the boundary condition y′(R) = i
√
y(R) which is
equivalent to replacing the potential by zero over (R;∞) and solving the problem for the resulting
compactly supported potential over the full interval [0;∞). The agreement between the two sets of
eigenvalues is very good: one may therefore be tempted to believe that, just as in Example 1, the
eigenvalues for the full-interval problem have been well approximated.
However the third column of Table 2 raises some doubts. Of the 11 resonances calculated for the
Dirichlet boundary condition y(0)=0, eight are very close to resonances for the Neumann boundary
condition y′(0)=0. If we were applying the ‘test for spectral inexactness’ from [7] we would regard
these eight resonances as ‘suspect’: they exhibit the closeness between the Dirichlet and Neumann
pairs which is a necessary feature of spurious eigenvalues generated by interval truncation.
However, we know that spurious eigenvalues are not possible here. So what has happened? A
priori, a number of explanations present themselves:
A. Problem (77) genuinely possesses very close (but not coincident) Dirichlet and Neumann res-
onances.
B. The interval [0; 180] is not long enough: the ‘chopped o: tail’ of the potential is too large.
C. The eigenvalues of the 0nite interval problem are not calculated with suEcient accuracy.
The entries in this list are not mutually exclusive.
Explanation A is quite feasible. Even in the self-adjoint case, it is well known that a potential
which has many ‘potential wells’ will result in a problem in which many Dirichlet and Neumann
pairs may be so close as to be indistinguishable in machine arithmetic: see the Co:ey–Evans example
in [21, p. 283]. One e:ect of the complex rotation is that the real potential is replaced by a complex
potential having many oscillations. On the other hand, the same is also true of Example 1, yet no
such pathology is exhibited in that case.
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Table 3
Results on Example 2 showing that only the 0rst three resonances of the truncated Dirichlet problem
and only the 0rst four resonances of the truncated Neumann problem have been accurately calculated
6000 Mesh intervals 5500 Mesh intervals
Dirichlet y(0) = 0 = y(180)
(2:124176644;−1:514910998) (2:124176705;−1:514910971)
(0:301299916;−4:140237553) (0:301299841;−4:140237693)
(−2:898727714;−6:025953992) (−2:89872778;−6:025953904)
(−0:064042128;−0:285983793) (0:148532400;−0:787249599)
(−0:480674474;−1:069866185) (−0:35741116;−1:122159776)
(−0:779879970;−0:510433809) (−0:66657112;−1:210551410)
(−1:917322116;−0:374627437) (−0:75087878;−0:392859745)
(−2:209035979;−0:706319896) (−2:08812754;−2:233776668)
(−3:521834405;−1:523311891) (−3:45719286;−2:044778941)
(−4:618874829;−1:185200900) (−3:67917870;−1:903860725)
(−6:740345976;−1:889770070) (−6:60544923;−2:807409079)
Neumann y′(0) = 0 = y(180)
(1:276796112;−2:877485082) (1:276795842;−2:877484973)
(1:592367176;−0:179899193) (1:592367241;−0:179899197)
(−1:25869862;−5:175061086) (−1:25869855;−5:175061054)
(−4:92535278;−6:714905399) (−4:92535271;−6:714905676)
(−0:06404124;−0:285983481) (0:148532460;−0:787249476)
(−0:48067441;−1:069866275) (−0:35741202;−1:122159937)
(−0:77987976;−0:510433653) (−0:66657102;−1:210551528)
(−1:91733701;−0:374613166) (−0:75087868;−0:392859806)
(−2:20901256;−0:706344881) (−2:08812752;−2:233776479)
(−3:52183351;−1:523311593) (−3:45717542;−2:044754600)
(−4:61884969;−1:185145369) (−3:67917865;−1:903860760)
(−6:74059494;−1:889748797) (−6:60544782;−2:807411690)
Explanation B seems unlikely. While the sup-norm of the ‘chopped o: tail’ of the potential is
approximately 3×10−3, which is not particularly small, it is no worse than in Example 1 and could
not therefore completely explain why the two examples behave so di:erently. Also, the fact that the
resonances for the boundary condition y(180) = 0 are so close to those for the boundary condition
y′(180) = i
√
y(180) suggests that the resonances would not change much if the exact Dirichlet
to Neumann map were used to give the correct -dependent boundary condition at x = 180, which
suggests that the chopping of the potential is not to blame.
To examine explanation C we re-calculated both the Dirichlet and Neumann resonances using 5500
mesh-intervals instead of 6000. The results are in Table 3. Only the 0rst three Dirichlet resonances,
and only the 0rst four Neumann resonances, agree with the results in Table 2: the others are totally
di:erent. Note particularly that the resonances which have not been reliably calculated are precisely
the ones where the Dirichlet and Neumann values are almost coincident: in other words, precisely
those which would have been identi0ed as potentially spurious by the test proposed in [7].
In summary: C is certainly true; A may or may not be true, and B is probably not true.
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In order to investigate A further, some additional numerical experiments were carried out using up
to 60,000 mesh intervals. However only the 0rst three Dirichlet resonances were reliably calculated,
as in Table 3. Moreover the number of resonances in the search box did not remain constant under
mesh re0nement so one cannot even make an argument in favour of A based on the supposition that
there are a number of eigenvalues which remain bounded as the discretisation is re0ned and which
must therefore contain convergent subsequences. Further, the extreme sensitivity of the problem to
the mesh length used to solve the truncated problem means that adopting the procedure used in
[6] for 0nding guaranteed eigenvalue enclosures (using an initial-value solver based on a symbolic
representation of the di:erential equation, together with 0xed point mapping theorems for dealing
with the e:ects of interval truncation and numerical zero-0nding in the complex plane) is virtually
guaranteed to fail.
The best we can say regarding A is that there is strong numerical evidence to support the following:
A′. There exists a non-self-adjoint problem with a compactly supported potential ‘close’ to the
complex-scaled potential of (77) and possessing Dirichlet eigenvalues (boundary condition
y(0) = 0) and Neumann eigenvalues (y′(0) = 0) which are so close as to be numerically
indistinguishable.
It is now legitimate to ask what sort of problems have property A′. Some further numerical experi-
ments show that only the three ‘good’ resonances in Tables 2, 3 have the property of being (locally)
independent of  . The ‘bad’ ones are not, even when the mesh is kept 0xed. One might speculate
that the origin of the problem lies in the fact that we have not proved that the Titchmarsh–Weyl
function admits analytic continuation to a second Riemann sheet, as required for complex scaling;
that the ‘good’ resonances lie in a region where analytic continuation is possible, and the ‘bad’ ones
do not. Further evidence to support this lies in the fact that when the potential q decays faster than
exponentially (as in Example 1, but not Example 2) then analytic continuation is always possible
[14]. One would then expect that for the potential
q(x) = x3 exp(−ax3)
(a¿ 0 constant) there would be no bad resonances. However some simple numerical experiments
were able to 0nd bad resonances for this example too, so lack of analyticity in the complex scaling
parameter is not the problem.
The only encouraging outcome to this example is that the ‘test for spuriosity’ proposed in [7]
managed to identify the unreliably calculated resonances at the outset—even though there are, with
the correct asymptotic boundary condition at the truncation point, no spurious resonances caused by
interval truncation.
5.3. Example 3
Our third example is the simple problem
−Ku+ u= u
in the domain exterior to the unit circle, with boundary condition
u(x; y) = 0; x2 + y2 = 1:
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Table 4
Spurious eigenvalues cause by not using Dirichlet conditions on CX
Limits of eigenvalues as X → +∞
−0.0100587
1.0008
1.003
1.009
This example appears as Example 2 in [9]. It is truncated by the introduction of a circular arti0cial
outer boundary CX of radius X ¿ 1, on which the boundary condition
9u
9 = u
is imposed. Here  is the outward-pointing normal. The numerical experiments in [9] show that as the
outer boundary is extended to in0nity, the eigenvalues appear to converge to those shown in Table
4. However it is easy to prove for this self-adjoint problem that the spectrum is purely essential and
is the interval [1;∞). Thus the negative eigenvalue is spurious. This does not contradict Theorem
5.2, as we have not used the Dirichlet boundary condition u|CX =0. If the numerical experiments are
repeated using u|CX = 0, no spurious eigenvalues are obtained. Note that the numbers 1.003, 1.008,
1.009 are approximations to points of the essential spectrum.
5.4. Further comments on PDE problems
As we have already seen in the ODE case, the spectral exactness which is guaranteed by Theorem
5.2 may be diEcult to achieve in practice, due to extreme sensitivity of the truncated problems to
perturbations in the potential.
This phenomenon can also be seen in the PDE case. There it is even more pronounced, as it is
inherently more diEcult to discretize higher-dimensional problems with the same degree of accuracy
as may be achieved for one dimensional problems. Many of the phenomena which we have observed
for the ODE Example 2 may be observed in the obstacle resonance problem considered in [9,
Example 3].
However the results of the current article are not immediately applicable to [9, Example 3], where
the resonance problem is treated by exterior complex scaling. The problem is expressed in polar
coordinates and scaling applied to the radial variable r only, and only for r large enough to avoid
the obstacle boundary. Such scaling inevitably generates complex-valued 0rst derivative terms in the
partial di:erential expression, something which we did not consider here. To deal with such terms
would require two steps: 0rstly, one would need to devise the complex scaling so that the coeEcients
of the 0rst derivative terms in the di:erential operator had compact support; secondly, one would
need to generalize the analysis of Sections 3 and 4 to cope with such a case. While all of this is
possible in principle, the results which we obtained on Example 2 above show that it would still be
essential to use a test for spurious eigenvalues, as in [9], to identify unreliably computed resonances
in practice.
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